
Imagine this earth with out 
microorganisms
 Think of the piles of dead plant and animal that would 

not have decomposed!

 Think of the digestive system of animals without 
microorganism to breakdown their food!

 Think of the soil without microorganisms to support the 
many physical and bio-chemical interactions necessary 
for plant and animal growth

 Microorganisms are essential part of life on earth!!



The nutrient cycle

H2O

AIR



Focusing on soil
The population of microorganisms in six tea-spoon of soil is 
comparable to the total number of people on Earth



From: C. Bourguignon, LAMS

Contributions of bacteria:
• Organic matter decomposition
• Soil aggregation

• Nitrogen transformation
• Phosphorus transformation
• Oxidation
• Chelation (transport of nutrients

to the root)



What is EM (Effective Microorganism) 
Technology?

 Is an assortment of beneficial and naturally existing
micro-organisms in a concentrated form. 

 Most of them are used in the preparation of everyday 
food and beverage (bread, yoghurt, cheese, wine, etc.) 

 They exist in abundance in healthy forest soils



1. ለእጽዋት ምርታማነትና ጤንነት-

 ብስባሽ ለማዘጋጀት፣ቅጠል ላይ በመርጨትና በመስኖ ማጠጣት

 crop production; compost making; foliage 

feed, irrigation..)

2. ለእንሰሳት ጤንነትና ምርታማነት (animal production)

3. ለአካባቢ ደህንነት (environment rehabilitation/management),



The origin of the technology

 EM was developed in 1982 in liquid form by Prof. 
Teruo Higa of University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa, 
Japan 

 The technology has been spreading gradually.



EM technology is used all around the 
world



EM is mainly composed of
1. Phototropic Bacteria

2. Lactic Acid Bacteria

3. Yeast

4. And others



Phototropic Bacteria
 Self supporting and produce :-

 amino acids, 

 nucleic acids, 

 bioactive substances and sugars from secretions of roots, 
organic matter and/or harmful gases 

 utilizes the hydrogen from hydrogen sulfide and 

ammonia to produce odorless substances. 

 Most of these substances are absorbed directly/or 
indirectly to promote plant growth using sunlight 
and heat from the soil



Yeast

 synthesize antimicrobials as well as hormones & 
enzymes required for plant growth, from amino acids 
and sugars secreted by photosynthetic  and lactic acid 
bacteria, organic matter and plant roots



Lactic Acid Bacteria

 produce lactic acid from sugars and carbohydrates

 Lactic acid suppresses harmful microbes and enhances 
decomposition of organic matter



This ensemble produces EM POWER!!

Lactic Acid Bacteria + Phototropic Bacteria + Yeast



As seen from the interest of 
human beings

 Some microorganisms are beneficial

 While others are harmful



Harmful

Microbes

Beneficial

Microbes

Micro-Flora in Natural Soils

Neutral

Microbes

(5-10 %)
(5-10 %)

(80-90 %)



EM

EM helps beneficial microbes

EM tilts the balance positively

 Neutral group join with beneficial microbes



Plant litter + animal remains + Micro-organisms  (MO) in the 

media of air and water = Organic Matter => HUMUS 



ኢኤም ምግብን እያኮመጠጠ

በምግብውስጡ የተከማቸውን በቀላሉ

የማይላቀቀውን ጠቃሚ ምግብ

ያላቅቃል፣፣
 (As in well known fermentation processes, 

EM™ accelerates the rupture of compounds 
such as proteins, sugars, fats and fibers, 
promoting the rapid decomposition of organic 

matter). 



 ሀ) ጠቃሚ ያልሆኑ ባክቴሪያዎችን በፉክክር በማስወገድ
 by competitive exclusion from other harmful microorganisms and 

 ለ) ጠቃሚ የሆኑ፣ ጤንነትን የሚገነቡና አካባቢን የሚያሻሽሉ

ቪታሚኖች፣ ኢንዛይሞች፣ የተፈጥሮ ተፈላጊ አሲዶችና ሆርሞኖችን

በማመንጨት
 through the production of beneficial by-products such as 

enzymes, organic acids, amino acids, hormones and antioxidants 
that promote the health of the environmen

 በአየርና አየር አልባነት ሰለሚሰራ የጥፋት ምልክት የሆነውን መጥፎ

ሽታን ያስወግዳል፡፡
 The facultative quality of EM allows it to extend its benefits to aerobic 

and anaerobic environments. As a result of the fermentation, the use of 
EM contributes to the elimination of foul odors.



The multiple Uses of EM

1. To produce high quality humus in relatively 
short time.

2. To boost crop production through improving  
soil fertility, moisture holding capacity and 
suppressing disease ….. 

3. To enhance livestock productivity through 
enriching feed and suppressing diseases. 

4. To purify and recycle waste water 

5. To compost household, city waste and 
produce odorless and usable substances

6. To restore and improve the environment.



Coffee husk going to waste and 
polluting the surrounding areas



CONTROLING POLLUTION FROM COFFEE 
WASTE IN TWO STEPS
1. Applying Activated EM and EM BALL to 

eliminate FOUL ODOR and improve BOD from 
the liquid waste

2. Preparing high EM COMPOST out of the solid 
waste



Floating pulp scum blocking evaporation, 
absorption and generating offensive odor, 
serving as mosquito breeding ground…



INJECTING EM INTO THE EFFLUENT



The scum has been eaten up, the 
volume, murkiness and foul smell  
reduced



STEP 2: THE SOLID WASTE
 CAN PRODUCE VERY GOOD QUALITY COMPOST

 WITH HIGH Nitrogen

 FREE FROM PATHOGENS





SPRAY EM, WHILE HEAPING, PULP, SOIL, WEEDS 
ANY ORGANIC WASTE LAYER BY LAYER



HIGH quality compost in 45 DAYS



በኢኤም በ40 ቀን
With EM after 40 days

ካለ ኢኤም

Everything same but no 
EM



1st week 3rd week (If the compost 

needs additional moisture, 

please add)

Water 96 liter 100 liter

Activated EM 2 liter 2iter

Molasses 2 liter 0 liter

EM Application Ratio for making 1 ton of compost

The ratio shall be adjusted to the type of organic materials 

used for making compost.  Accordingly.  Very dry organic 

material will require more of the diluted solution.

Recommendation by EMRO for warm tropics



AEM application for making 1 ton of compost

Activated EM 6 lit

Make the layer of 

organic matter and 

apply diluted AEM to 

the material up to the 

moisture become 40 

~50 %.

.

Molasses lit

Diluted EM

(Activated EM 2 liters + 

Molasses  2 liters + water up to 

100liters)

Water Tank 

holding 100  lit of 

chlorine free water

Ready compost 40-60 days



procedure
1.Start with 20 cm layer of plant materials on an already moistened ground
2.sprinkle the diluted EM water at a rate of 20 liters on surface are of 2 x 4 m
3.Put a layer of animal waste or plant material as available
4.sprinkle EM water 
5.place 5-10 cm layer of soil and sprinkle EM water 
6.Place another layer of plant material 
7.Continue until you have reached a height of 1 – 1.5 meters above ground
8.Cove with soil
9.Place a dry stick that should serve to measure the temperature.  Heating will 
start in three to four days
10.Turn the composting layer after the temperature has reached about 500C (in 
about a week)
11.If white mold is seen on the stick, it is a sign that the compost is too dry.  Apply 
water to bring the moisture to about 40% but not more
12.Cover with soil
The compost should be ready for use in about 5-6 weeks time



After EM application from the top of the 
compost hill, cover it with a plastic sheet  
or soil to keep the moisture in the 
compost.  Leave the compost without 
turning over for 1-2 months if necessary. 
Compost should be ready within 5-6 weeks

Pile up the three layer group 
at the height of 1.5 to 2.0 
meters.

EM application

EM solution  is sprayed each layer.

Press the materials with foot.

Ash

Green Vegetation

Soil

Manure

Rough Materials

Manure vegetation

Soil cover

Grass cover

Stick

1.5m

Put a stick to check 
the process of the 
decomposition



የከተማ ቁሻሻ ክምችት ኢኤም ሲረጭበት

Spraying EM on landfill to 
Control odor and pathogines



 Nothing goes to 
waste

በኢኤም ሲታክም ሽታው ይሻሻላል ጥሩ ማዳበሪያ

ይወጣዋል

EM treated compost is odorless and 

rich in nutrients

ሰው ሰራሹን ከተፈጥሮዊ በመልት

SEPARATING ORGANIC FROM







 Sorting  Fermenting with EM





 ለወደፊት ቆሻሻ ቆሼን አያጣብብም!

 ዘንድሮ ቆሻሻ ዋጋ ሊያወጣ ነው!

 የምጥለው ሊያነሳኝ!



THANK YOU

• One liter AEM = 20 birr

• One liter molasses = 2 – 4 birr


